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Activist movement of urban gardens 
On this page, we list some individual proposals and collective participation in the 
establishment of urban agroecological and community gardens in the public space of Curitiba, 
Curitiba Metropolitan Region and surroundings. As well as participation in activist movements 
proposing public squares and parks in Curitiba. 
 
 
Transborda jardim  
Transborda jardim (as "overflowing garden") is the garden located around the residential and 
cultural space Espaço EPA !, where I live with my family, a place whose gardening proposal 
extends beyond the limits of the private lot, also manifesting itself in the public space in front 
of it. A biodiverse, experimental, walkable, edible, medicinal garden, open to interactions with 
the neighborhood and artistic practices. Although I have been doing gardening since 1994, 
when I started to live here, it was between December 2015 and January 2016 that the place 
started to be requalified as an agroecological practice and system, with its biodiversity 
intensified since then. The public naming of the space took place on 4/20/2020, due to a 
manifest published on social networks in which I argue the defense of the practice of 
biodiverse gardening that I carry out and contest irregularity notifications issued by the Urban 
Planning Secretariat. 
 
Photos: 1) Logo of Transborda jardim. 2) Front view of the garden in the public space. 3) Visit 
by the team of the Municipal Secretariat of Agriculture and Supply of Curitiba on 04/24/2020: 
In the photo: Newton Goto (Transfers Garden and Horta do Jacu), Felipe Thiago de Jesus 
(Gardens of Honey), Edson Rivelino Pereira (Superintendent Municipal Secretariat of Food and 
Nutritional Security), Luiz Dâmaso Gusi (Municipal Secretary of Agriculture and Supply of 
Curitiba), Guilherme Scharf (Horta Urbana and Horta do Jacu). 
 

Transborda Jardim facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/transbordajardim 
  
Horta do Jacu 
Community, public, biodiverse, agroforestry garden. Community compost bin for recycling raw 
vegetable food waste. Space for leisure, educational activities, sociability and food, cultural 
and artistic exchanges in the Bom Retiro neighborhood. Space for PANC (growing 
unconventional food plants) and Creole seeds. Experimental environment of micro-urbanism, 
urban furniture and participatory networks. Self-managed, non-commercial and non-
governmental social experiment. 
 
I participated as a co-creator of the place; co-organizer of the inaugural collective work on 
12/16/2017; co-articulator of the maintaining collective; proposer and co-proposer of artistic 
and cultural programs; designer and co-designer of visual identity elements of the place; and 
also as a neighborhood. 
 
Horta do Jacu is located in the public lot on Rua Ângelo Zeni, almost on the corner with Albino 
Silva, Bom Retiro, Curitiba. The garden's name is a tribute to the bird jacu (Penelope obscura) 
spotted on the ground two days before its community productive occupation. It is also an 
affirmative action to value work and rural workers, often called pejoratively "jacu" or "caipira" 
by city dwellers. 
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Photos: 1) Flag of Horta do Jacu. 2) Participants in the inaugural collective work on 
12/16/2017. 3) Presentation of the jazz band Bananeira Brass Band on the agenda of the event 
"Música no Parque" (Music in the Park), on 02/03/2018, promoted by the Music Festival of 
Curitiba in conjunction with the Bicicletaria Cultural. 4) Livre-troca video show and opening of 
the Jacu Cine, during the JacuTroca event, on 04/08/2018. 5) Poster of the event Bici-horta do 
Jacu (by Newton Goto), articulated programming between Horta do Jacu and Bicicletaria 
Cultural, on 02/24/2019. 6) Aerial view of Horta do Jacu, with the newly opened "Morro das 
Crianças Uivantes" ("Howling Children Hill"), 02/25/2019. 
 
Horta do Jacu Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/hortadojacu 
 
 
Bom Retiro Park 
Citizen action that proposes the creation of the Bom Retiro Park, in Curitiba, with preservation 
of the native forest and the three springs existing on the land where the Bom Retiro Psychiatric 
Hospital operated for 67 years. The activist movement is organized in social networks with the 
name A Causa Mais Bonita da Cidade (The Most Beautiful Cause in the City). While debates were 
still going on about the possibility of the historic listing of the property, the building was hastily 
demolished in 2012 by the new owner of the land, with a view to building another 
hypermarket in the neighborhood, an undertaking also contested by the movement: middle ". 
Face-to-face actions were carried out on Sundays outside the grounds of the old hospital. A 
petition with more than 12 thousand signatures was delivered to the City Hall in 2017. 
 
I participated in some of the dozens of demonstrations, including the first incursion of the 
collective movement into the field, on 27-08-2017, and the first public demonstration, on 09-
07-2017, when I extended banners about the "strategic construction of the place libertarian ". 
 
Photos: 1) One of the posters to publicize the cause in defense of Parque Bom Retiro, art by 
Iara Teixeira. 2) and 3) First movement incursion into the grounds of the old Bom Retiro 
Hospital. 4) and 5) Manifestation of 09-07-2017, with the banners on libertarian territoriality 
integrated into the movement. 
 
Movement page for the Bom Retiro Park on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/parquebomretiro/posts/534704713841683 
 
 
Escadaria Comestível das Mercês 
Escadaria Comestível das Mercês (Mercês Edible Staircase) is community garden planted from 
the reopening of concrete planters on the staircase at the beginning of Rua Raquel Prado, next 
to Manoel Ribas street, in the Mercês neighborhood, Curitiba. 
 
I participated in the inaugural collective work to break the concrete to re-activate and 
refunctionalize the flower boxes for food cultivation and some other activities on site. 
 
Photos: 1) Logo. 2) Completion of the inaugural task force, on 07-08-2017, with the caliças 
resulting from the reopening of the beds already bagged and ready for waste collection. 3) 
General view of the first level of the staircase, on 03/31/2018, with flower beds on the left, in 
full productive activity, and on the right the "sponge beds". 4) Sponge beds on 24-12-2018. 
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Escadaria Comestível das Mercês page on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/escadariacomestivelmerces 
 
 
 
Horta Comunitária de Calçada do Cristo Rei 
Active since 2016 in the landscaping area of the sidewalk that borders a quiet stretch of 
Roberto Cichon street, connected to the busy Green Line, in the Cristo Rei neighborhood. 
 
The agroecological Horta Comunitária de Calçada do Cristo Rei (Community Garden of Cristo 
Rei's Sidewalk) do was the protagonist of a fundamental discussion about urban gardens in 
Curitiba in a dispute with the City Hall that same year, when from a fine imposed by the 
Secretariat of Urbanism due to the use of the area with practices outside the Conventional 
standards, urban gardeners started to argue and claim and the use of the grassy area of public 
sidewalks as a perspective for the implantation of gardens and biodiverse gardens, evidencing 
the many collective, urbanistic and ecological benefits involved. A solidarity effort for Horta 
took place on 10-06-2017. A petition to support Horta with almost 3,000 signatures was 
delivered to the Curitiba City Hall 07-07-2017. The debate reverberated strongly in the media, 
including with national repercussions. The initiative also won a prestigious international honor 
from the United Nations in 2017 with a certificate issued by UN Food Gardens in which it 
recognizes the remarkable efforts of members of the garden "to promote sustainable urban 
agriculture and contribute to food security and the well-being of your community”. The 
discussion not only disseminated in the public sphere but also brought fruit, catalyzing a series 
of public hearings promoted by the Curitiba City Council and which resulted in the drafting of 
the Curitiba Urban Agriculture Law, enacted in 2018. 
 
I participated in the inaugural collective work to support Horta in June 2017, as well as other 
activities on site. Together with activists from the vegetable garden we were also at the 
Curitiba City Hall to deliver the petition in defense of Horta in July 2017. 
 
Photos: 1) Logo of the Horta Comunitária de Calçada do Cristo Rei. 2) Mutirão to support the 
garden, on 06-10-2017. 3) Delivery of the petition in defense of the vegetable garden on 07-
07-2017. 4) UN Food Gardens Recognition Certificate awarded to the vegetable garden. 
 
Facebook page of the Horta Comunitária de Calçada do Cristo Rei: 
https://www.facebook.com/hortacristorei 
 
 
Collective work in the Tupã Nhe'é Kretã indigenous village 
Tupã Nhe'é Kretã village is located in Serra do Mar, in Morretes, almost on the border with São 
José dos Pinhais-PR, in an area of territorial overlap with the Guaricana National Park. The 
current occupation was consolidated in the area in August 2014 and it inhabits indigenous 
Mbyá Guarani, Kaingang and Xokleng. There are periodic extra-community collective work in 
the village, with various activities aimed at improving local environmental infrastructure. In 
2016, there were four joint efforts called by Xondaro Arte Indígena, an indigenous handicraft 
store located in Curitiba that articulates a national network of trade in indigenous products. 
 
I participated in the second inaugural collective work of 2016, held on 04-09-2016, with about 
70 people - mostly students of the Technology Course in Agroecology at UFPR Litoral. I worked 
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in one of the two gardens set up, and the day's agenda also established working groups for 
painting the school, cleaning the river and renovating the Casa de Reza. 
 
Photo: Goto and Ricardo Leinig in the joint effort on April 9, 2016 at Aldeia Tupã Nhe’é Kretã 
(photo: Faetusa Tezelli). 
 
 
 
Horta Labyrinth and Gomm Park 
Parque Gomm (Gomm Park) is a public space located around the historic Casa Gomm, Batel 
neighborhood, in Curitiba. The property built in 1913 is linked to English migration in the city. 
 
The forest that existed on the property had been awaiting its transformation into a municipal 
park since 1987, but the City of Curitiba was defeated in court by the new owner of the 
property, who relocated the historic house inside the property, almost completely destroyed 
the forest, lowered the water table and built the largest luxury mall in the city, opened in 
2013. 
 
The remaining tiny green area has also become the target of new shopping and logistical and 
urban demands. With the threat of ecological suppression underway and considering the 
accumulated feeling of dissatisfaction of the inhabitants of the surroundings due to the 
environmental and historical lack of characterization of the place, an intense popular 
mobilization of resistance started by the movement "Salvemos o Bosque da Casa Gomm" (Save 
the Forest of Casa Gomm) in action of confrontation with the shopping mall's economic 
interests and charging the Municipality for the best care of the public space. The creation of 
Parque Gomm is thus a direct result of this claiming citizen action. 
 
The movement was articulated through social networks on the internet, with the sharing of 
critical, urban, historical and legal information about the space, and with the agency of diverse 
collective actions in the place in dispute between the public and private interests. The weekly 
activities agenda involved mainly tai chi classes, mosaic workshops and agroecology activities, 
these oriented towards the implementation of the Parque Gomm vegetable garden. In 
addition to weekly activities, several other unique or variable meetings took place between 
2013 and 2016, from meetings to exchange children's toys and books; musical, circus and 
theatrical performances; birthday celebrations, courses and open-air debates and even a 
sabbatical program with candidates for Curitiba City Hall in 2016. 
 
The Horta Labirinto of Parque Gomm deserves a complementary report, considering that it has 
become a reference action for various cultural agents in the city in the context of the practice 
and exchange of knowledge about agroforestry, composting, PANC (unconventional food 
plants), creole seeds, food sovereignty. The vegetable garden, community compost and creole 
seed bank, built and inaugurated in 2015, were active until 2019 when they were destroyed by 
the Municipality during the process of "urban redevelopment" for the implantation of the 
Municipal Park. The new urban design of the space established a theme for valuing English 
immigration in the city and ended up disregarding some of the community contributions that 
had been implemented in the space in recent years, among which, and especially, the 
vegetable garden. Even so, with some important losses, the implementation of Parque Gomm 
is considered a community achievement, and the park itself is considered the first community 
park in Curitiba. 
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Among this wide range of activities proposed by different people and collectives, I constantly 
participated in the joint efforts held on Saturdays for the implementation of the Horta 
Labirinto at Gomm Park, in 2015. I also proposed and coordinated the Multicultural Saturday 
event at Gomm, on 07/18/2015, having also elaborated its graphic material. The program of 
the meeting incorporated weekly practices that already took place at the time during that 
period - such as the mosaic workshop of MUMO - Mosaic Mutirão (collective work), Tai Chi 
class and the garden's mutirão - as well as unique proposals, among which the launch in 
Curitiba from the book Copas: 12 cities in tension, a publication in which I participated as an 
artist from Curitiba; donation of art books; and organization of the Conversa sobre a Águas 
meeting (Conversation on the Waters), an action of which I was also a mediator, with 
Bernadete Brandão invited to talk about the actions in Paraná against the practice of 
commercial exploitation of groundwater using the technique of "fracking". The Conversa sobre 
a Águas meeting was one of the first actions linked to the artistic project Rios marginais 
(Marginal Rivers) that I carried out between 2015 and 2019, having the rivers of Curitiba as 
inspiration of visual poetics. On 06/11/2015 I also performed the critical performance 
Lostquara - "hole lost" or "hole of the lost" - an urgent protest action against an illegal state 
sanitary intervention in the community area of Parque Gomm. 
 
Photos: Photos: 1) Inauguration of the Horta Labirinto at Parque Gomm, 11/28/2015. 2) Flyer 
for the dissemination of Multicultural Saturday at Gomm, 07/18/2015. 3) Conversation about 
the waters, Multicultural Saturday at Gomm, 07/18/2015. 
 
Facebook pages linked to the activist movement at Parque Gomm: 
https://www.facebook.com/SalvemosOBosqueDaCasaGomm 
and 
https://www.facebook.com/parquegomm 
 
 
Community Garden of the Jardim Meliani neighborhood 
The vegetable garden installed at the Reference Center in Social Assistance Jardim Meliani - 
CRAS Jardim Meliani, in Vila Jardim Meliani, in Campo Largo-PR, was the main activist 
dimension of the Jardinagem Territorialidade project (Territoriality Gardening) that I 
coordinated with Faetusa Tezelli at the Arts Center and Unified Sports of Campo Largo - CEU 
Campo Largo. The project was subsidized by the national public call for the 2nd Public Call for 
Occupation of LabCEUS - Laboratories of Sensitive Cities, coordinated by the Federal University 
of Pernambuco (UFPE) through InCiti - Research and Innovation for Cities. The announcement 
was intended to support some proposals for the activation of computer labs that are part of 
the CEU network spread throughout Brazil. 
 
The project mapped gardening and horticulture actions in Vila Meliani and articulated 
traditional knowledge and memories of local residents. He also carried out, in the space of the 
CRAS Meliani vegetable garden, a complete requalification made with agroecological 
techniques, a place whose previous state was unproductive and with the soil exhausted. In 
fact, CRAS was built on earthmoving area, so the garden space was previously composed of 
clayey and poorly fertile subsoil. The agroecological requalification work of the land also 
involved the production of soil, with different layers of organic matter. The garden became 
productive and biodiverse and became a connecting place for practitioners of traditional 
horticulture, most of whom were migrant farmers from other regions of the State of Paraná 
and who were dispersed throughout the village, without having a common place before to 
exercise their practices and exchange their knowledge. 
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In addition to co-elaborating and co-coordinating the project, I coordinated the requalification 
and implementation of the agroecological garden, in activities developed on weekends 
between the first half of August and 12/19/2015. I also prepared the graphic material for the 
project. 
 
Photos: 1) Poster to publicize the project with the community of Vila Meliani. 2) Poster for the 
call for planting in the Jardim Meliani Community Garden. 3) Goto and some of the gardeners 
in the communitary work of 19-12-2015. 4) Goto and local farmer Antônio planting in the 
vegetable garden on 12-19-2015. 5) Jardim Meliani Community Garden in December 2017. 
 
Project page Jardinajem Territorialidade: CEU Campo Largo: 
https://newtongoto.wordpress.com/jardinagem-territorialidade/ 
 
 
Bela Vista Garden 
The vegetable garden installed in Jardim Bela Vista, Tatuquara neighborhood, in Curitiba, was 
the result of an activist action of the Jardinagem: territorialidade, temporalidade, ato político 
project (Gardening: territoriality, temporality, political act,), coordinated by Faetusa Tezelli in 
Curitiba and in which I participated as an artist, as "cartographer of the territory" providing 
territorial information about the geography of Curitiba to other participating artists, and also 
as the creator of one of the critical texts of the project. 
 
The garden started in one of the project's gardening workshops, coordinated by Mago 
Jardineiro, and developed into an autonomous collective action to implement a community 
garden. I participated in all the joint efforts to set up the vegetable garden and the creole seed 
bank between February and April 2015. Participation in these joint efforts was my first 
practical involvement with the activist movement of urban gardens in Curitiba. 
 
Photos: 1) Action to gather seedlings and Horta Bela Vista communitary work, March 2015. 2) 
Lunch at the Creole seed cradle, May 2015. 3) Planting at the Creole Seed cradle, May 2015. 4) 
Horta Bela seen in mid-2015. 
 
Link to the vegetable garden: https://jardinagemterritorialidade.wordpress.com/iniciativa-
coletiva-horta-comunitaria-no-jardim-bela-vista/ 
 
 
Socio-environmental artistic actions 
In addition to these individual participations in the movement of urban gardens and citizen 
actions in defense of the public space in Curitiba, within the scope of the artistic work that I 
develop several proposals are also associated with the involvement with socio-environmental 
issues. Among these, the proposals: 
- Rios marginais (Marginal rivers): 
https://newtongoto.wordpress.com/rios-marginais/ 
 
- Guaíba de Todos os Santos: 
https://newtongoto.wordpress.com/guaiba-de-todos-os-santos/ 
 
- Jardins imaginário (Imaginary garden): 
https://newtongoto.wordpress.com/historias-de-um-jardim-imaginario/ 
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- Cidade vazia (Empty city): 
https://newtongoto.wordpress.com/03-cidade-vazia/ 
 
- Descartographers 
 
- Superagui Project: 
https://newtongoto.wordpress.com/superagui/ 
 
 
Most of the art workshops that I have oriented have been focused on issues of art and 
territorial perception: 
https://newtongoto.wordpress.com/oficinas-de-arte/ 
 
and 
https://territoriolinguagem.wordpress.com/ 
 
In a symbolic and culturally critical sense, the Ocupação (Occupation) art work also indirectly 
encompasses reflections on socio-environmental issues, since with the use of the symbol of 
the MST - Movement of Landless Rural Workers as a poetic inspiration and base of sign 
recoding, values associated with the agricultural methods practiced by the movement - such as 
family farming and agroecology - can also be understood as a ballast of meaning in comparison 
with economically prevalent social values and practices, such as the latifundium and 
agribusiness. 
 
Ocupação:  
https://newtongoto.wordpress.com/ocupacao/ 


